Mockup Review Notes
Eileen Cho
Hi Christina,
I really like the mockup! I can see how the mockup, especially the history page timeline, will
transfer onto the mobile version, which is great! Below are some additional comments I have.
Feel free to reach out to me over Slack with any more questions.
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Home page:
o If you make the mockup 100%, everything seems a bit big. I think for the
homepage, it would be nice to see the full image and the description in one
screen (for the description, I think you just have to make the font and line height
smaller).
The brands:
o I’m not too sure what this is going to end up looking like, but I kind of want to
see the “wine & spirits/fashion & leather…” part under “the brands” title. Maybe
instead of the slanted lines you could do a straight line or just a • . Let me know
when you put in the images/names of brands or what you were thinking to put in
the placement spots!
History page:
o Again, I love how this would transfer to the mobile page, but it looks a bit too
narrow and vertical on a computer. Maybe for the desktop version, you could just
follow the other page formats and have the title on the side? And then for the
mobile version or anything with a screen less than a certain width, then you could
change all of them to have the title on the top like you have here? I also think
that the timeline could be a bit smaller- it looks really good zoomed out but it’s
really big on 100% zoom.
Charity page:
o Looks great. I would just align the charity title up to the top like all the other titles
are.
Other:
o Maybe on each page, when it’s on it, there could be an underline on the nav bar
to indicate which page it’s on more directly
o I think there should be a footer with the sources and maybe a note saying like
*this site is not affiliated with LVMH and is for informational purposes* or
something.

